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Abstract: Approximate solutions of a nonlinear differential equation X + a”‘~ * = /3mxm+2 (m > 1) are considered. The 
approximate solution is exact for a particular initial value. 
1. Introduction 
When a real-world problem is modelled mathematically by a differential equation with initial 
conditions, one usually expects to find an analytical solution for the mathematical model. But it 
is difficult to find an analytical solution for the nonlinear differential equation. In such a case an 
approximate solution would help to analyse the qualitative behaviour of the model and therefore 
several methods have been developed to find approximate solutions of nonlinear differential 
equations. Peters [l] and Usher [2] have obtained some approximate solutions to the equation 
i+mw2x= --x2 
subject to the initial conditions x(0) = A, a(O) = 0. But their approximate solution is not equal to 
x(t) = -w’/cll when A = -02/(u. 
Such a difficulty has been eliminated by Shidfar and Sadeghi [3] using a different method. The 
present authors used this method to obtain an approximate solution for the Duffing equation in 
[4] and some nonlinear differential equations in [5,6]. 
In this paper we shall obtain some approximate solutions of a nonlinear differential equation 
i + (ymx2 zzz pmxm+2, m31 (1) 
with 
x(0) =A, 1(O) = 0 
by suitably adopting the method discussed in [3]. In pursuit of this we put 
(2) 
2 
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l/m 
x=24+ - 
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Inserting (3) into (1) and (2), we obtain 
t/m 
ii-/3PMUm+2-(,+2) @ m-1 p+’ - . . . - mamu 
2 ( 1 
2/m amt2 
+m_ _= 
m+2 m+2 p2 O, 
u(O)=A- -& 
t i 
‘/m 
a/P, C(O) = 0. 
(4) 
(5) 
2. Series solution 
To solve equation (4), let us investigate the solution in the form 
u(t)=c,+c, sincPt+c, sin*Pt+ ... (6) 
where the coefficients cO, cr, c2,. . . are constants and to be determined. By inserting (6) into (5) 
we get 
2 
c,=A- - 
i 1 
r/m (y 
m+2 P’ (7) 
Using (6) into L.H.S of (4) and equating the sum of the coefficients of each sirYa*t, n = 0, 1, 2,. _ . , 
to zero, we have 
(m-1)/m 
a”-‘,8b,2 
(8) 
where 
b;=cocn+ s.0 +cCnc,,, b; = c;, 
b,2 = b;c, + . . . + b,&, b;=c;, 
b;+l = b,“c, + . . . +b,mc,, b;+’ = corn+*. 
From r.i(O) = 0 and (6) we can immediately conclude that cl = 0. The equation (9) and cl = 0 
yields cj = 0, c5 = 0,. . . successively. This gives the solution 
x(c) =A + $$[A--- 5) sin2aMt+ ... (10) 
for equation (1) subject to the initial conditions (2). 
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3. Convergence of the solution 
It is interesting to note that the series solution (6) is convergent for all t. Infact, in case c0 > 0, 
c2 > 0 from (9) we obtain c, > 0 for n = 4, 6,. . . . By (9) we can immediately conclude that 
f (n+l)(n+2)c,+,= F ,,1,.,+%[: c,)2+ ... +g[ g cn]m+2 
n=2 n=2 n=O n=O 
man’ 2 --c - . . . 
(y2m 0 
pm -0 --c m+2_ 
ff 2m 0 
or 
f nc, + 
n=O 
yqEoi]*+ ... +~~n~oc.)-+2 
ma? 
=-g$+ ..* + P” -P2 - 2c,. 
a QL 2m 0 
Therefore, in this case, the series of coefficients of series solution (6) converges. Now if we put 
cb = 1 c,, (, ci = 0, ck = 1 c2 ( and so on. We can easily prove that the series C~=-,c~ converges. 
Since 1 c, 1 6 c:*, it follows that the series solution (6) is absolutely convergent for all t and 
consequently the series solution (6) converges for all t. 
4. Power series solution 
Now we seek a power series solution in the form of power series, say 
m 
u(t) = C a,t” 
n=O 
for equation (4) subject to the initial conditions (5). 
Inserting (11) into (4) and using (5) we can conclude that 
a, = 0, a3 = 0, a,=O, .._ 
and 
a 
n+2= (n+$+2f’+ 6(n+l)(n+2) 
+ . . . 
(m-1)/m 
a”-‘/3d,2 
where 
d: = aOan + a2an_2 + . . . +a,a,, d; = ai, 
(11) 
(14 
(13) 
di = d:a, + dia,_, + . . . +dAa,,, dz=ai, 
dnm+’ = d,“a, + d,“a,-, + . *. +dnma,, dr+’ = ar+2, n = 2k, k 2 1. 
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The coefficients (13) are vanished for A = a//3 and the corresponding solution of equation (1) 
becomes x(t) = a//S. 
5. Discussions 
The solutions (6) and (11) are identical. This can be easily verified by substituting the 
Maclaurent series of sin a”‘t into (10) and writing it as a power series. 
We observe that the coefficient c2 vanish for A = a//? and it can be readily shown from (9) 
the other coefficients c4, cg,. . . also vanish for this value of A. Therefore x(t) = a//S when 
A = a/p. Hence the solution is exact for the particular initial condition. This is the advantage of 
the present method. 
For m = 1, and m = 2 the result obtained in this paper reduces to that of [6]. 
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